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1.Few would deny that corporations, especially the

4.British supermarkets have more political

multinational ones, are enormously powerful.

influence than almost any other corporate sector in

A) involve

Britain.

B) resume

A) often

C) promise

B) immediately

D) disdain

C) nearly

E) refuse

D) fairly
E) quite

2.No outside authority has the right to dictate

whether a state shall adopt a socialist or a capitalist

5.Reflex behaviour is involuntary ; it arises

economic policy.

automatically in response to an appropriate

A) comprehensive

stimulus.

B) external

A) unimportant

C) reputable

B) invalid

D) irresponsible

C) insufficient

E) compulsive

D) unintentional
E) improbable

3.Russia has a fleet of 250 nuclear submarines, 170

of which are currently out of service.

6.To increase its exports, the company is seeking

A) presently

highly motivated professionals with experience in

B) vehemently

international trade.

C) conventionally

A) applying

D) adequately

B) agreeing

E) consequently

C) replacing
D) holding
E) looking for
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7.The abolition of capital punishment is another

10.The respectability that Britain confers on

issue which has aroused widespread disagreement.

America's actions is worth more to America than

A) consultation

the provision of any amount of military aid.

B) contest

A) transmits

C) annulment

B) proclaims

D) distinction

C) distributes

E) confiscation

D) commissions
E) bestows

8.When people think of democracy they generally

couple it with a considerable amount of liberty for

11.Even in developed countries it is not unusual to

individuals and groups.

see wage and job discrimination against women.

A) desolate

A) tolerance

B) substantial

B) significance

C) delicate

C) inequity

D) sincere

D) insurance

E) drastic

E) diversity

9.Galileo, Descartes and many other European

12.The origins of stress vary from person to person,

thinkers helped to lay the foundations of today's

and people react differently to stressful events.

increasingly global education system.

A) refer

A) progressively

B) rely

B) constantly

C) adopt

C) repeatedly

D) response

D) reluctantly

E) appeal

E) selectively
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13.This hotel certainly offers a high standard of

16.Today, after a decade of isolation and a

service at competitive rates.

devastating war, Iraq faces the daunting task of

A) contemporary

reconstructing its economy.

B) aggressive

A) work

C) relative

B) jeopardy

D) conceivable

C) effort

E) reliable

D) failure
E) achievement

14.Syndicalism embodies the idea that workers,

through direct action, especially a general strike,

17. This table is certainly a rare example of 18th

should seize control over the means of production

century furniture and the carving on the leg was

and hence gain political power.

prevalent at that time.

A) notably

A) occasional

B) previously

B) distinguished

C) tremendously

C) competitive

D) respectfully

D) subjective

E) consistently

E) common

15.Apparently as much as 20 per cent of London

18.Most of the world's fishing grounds are

fires are started deliberately .

inevitably being depleted by over-fishing.

A) reputably

A) favourably

B) appropriately

B) inadequately

C) preferably

C) fairly

D) intentionally

D) unavoidably

E) compulsively

E) properly
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19.The Chinese government has allocated
Cevap Anahtarı

Morocco a 6.4 million USD loan for the

1 E
D

construction of three dams to supply drinking water

2

B

3

A

4

C

B) given

5

D

C) estimated

6

E

D) ranged

7

C

E) ventured

8

B

9

A

10

E

11

C

12

D

13

B

14

A

15

D

16

A

17

E

18

D

19

B

20

A

to the country's rural areas.
A) invested

20.French law stipulates that all food products sold

in France should have the contents listed in French.
A) requires
B) dominates
C) suspends
D) confides
E) treats
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